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Abstract 

The utilization of Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs)is done as a sector of 

several applications like defense application, surroundingobserving, 

security,traffic, modern detecting, computing framework security,smart homes 

etc.Here the energy is an significant issue since nodes are not  replaced and/or 

rechargedfrequently and also the MANETs comprises minimal power 

lightweight nodes. The scaring assets of node are energy in all MANET 

utilization. It extracts high energy while doing transmissions plus processing. 

Routing in MANETs is a promising task and enormous amount of 

attentiveness has been received from the researches. The purpose of this paper 

is, preventing the malicious nodes from changingcluster heads (CHs) and 

evading the terminal node failures. The suggesteddesign method is illustrated 

in stages mentioned below; first every node energy value is computed. 

Selecting optimal cluster head is on energy values basis by utilizing krill herd 

algorithm. Neighboring nodes with single hop distance are grouped by the 

heads of optimal cluster. After generating the clusters, for the data 

transmission between the nodes routing is executed. In the routing process, for 

restricting the failures dependability is assessed and this provides result in 

reliable routing. The simulationresults indicate that our suggested one is very 

efficient comparing with prevailing methods. 

Keywords: Clustering, Cluster head selection, Energy calculation, 

Optimization, Routing, Reliability measurement. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) has been the compilation of the mobile nodes 

deprived of the existence of pre-established infrastructure, creating a momentary 

network. Every mobile node of network functions as a router. These networks are 

classified by: Dynamic topologies, prevailing of bandwidth constrained plus variable 

capability links, energy restricted operations are greatly prone to safety threats [1]. 

The topology in MANET maintains modification due to its powerful nature. Because 

of intercession alterations in the topology nodes are eluding every other’s 

transmission range and breaking the route occur [2]. Dynamic topology in MANET 

offers challenges in authorizing continuous network communication of scalability, 

connectivity control, QOS, traffic distribution, neighbor discovery, reliability and also 

topology control15. Such problems should be addressed for ensuring reliable and 

effective communication [3]. The Energy-efficient routing in the ad hoc networks is 

not complete and effective with no dependability of links consideration and also 

residual energy of nodes [4]. The energy efficient routing protocols should be mapped 

by having a prospect on nodes plus the network. Also, the network lifetime is affected 

directly by the nodes lifetime because of the nodes act in the network as router then 

host. One way for deducting the energy absorption is, selection of route with minimal 

energy absorption for complete packet transmission [5] [6].  

Several routing protocols are presented in ad hoc networks; these are classified within 

two classifications: table-driven (proactive) protocols plus on-demand (reactive) 

protocols [20]. Reactive protocols [14]: generate and sustain routes while they are 

wanted, and vary on the way they find and sustain routes betwixt sources and also 

destinations. Also, Proactive protocols [18] need each node for maintaining one or 

else more tables for storing routing information from every node to  all other nodes of 

the network, disregarding whether they are actually utilized or not [7]. Several 

protocols among these utilize min-hop like selecting  the route  metric then knowing 

the routes unearthed with these protocols have not been stable [6]Moreover, These 

protocols strive to locate the route in a particular way that the route comprises less 

intermediate node number. Because of the altering network conditions minimal hop 

route is subjected to failing. The routing protocols proposed for MANETs have been 

usually classified as table-driven and also on-demand driven, concerning the duration 

of while the routes have been updated. Several routing protocols comprising 

Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) [19] and Fisheye State Routing 

(FSR) protocol [17] corresponding to this particular table driven category, they vary 

in the routing tables number that is maneuvered and the techniques utilized for 

exchanging and maintaining routing tables. Contrary to table-driven routing protocols, 

all recent routes are not maintained at each node. The exemplification of on-demand 

driven protocols [8] is Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [16] and Ad-hoc On-demand 

Distance Vector (AODV) [15].  

Cluster-based routing has been a solution for addressing nodes heterogeneity, then for 

limiting the routing information amount which proliferate inner side of the network 

Clustering [9] is a method to divide the network within variant compilation of nodes 
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and handles the data transmission amidst the interacted nodes. Every group is called 

as cluster. The cluster head is a set of nodes which is collected around a node [10] the 

network protocols designing for MANETs has been a complex issue. Message or else 

packet routing in the scattered network while network topology vacillates is not a 

definitive issue. The idea of routing basically contains, two activities: first, 

determining best available routing paths and second, transformation of information 

groups (named packets) through internetwork [11]. The biggest interrogation for the 

Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET) is coming with a powerful security solution still 

in the malicious nodes presence; hence MANET is protected from the different 

routing attacks. Vivid cut security provisions have not been got in Mobile Ad-hoc 

Networks (MANET); it is available to anyone of the recognized network end user and 

to malicious attackers [12] [13]. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

Ravi et al. [21] have presented an innovative algorithm termed as Energy-Aware Span 

Routing Protocol (EASRP) which utilized energy-saving methods of Span and also 

the Adaptive Fidelity Energy Conservation Algorithm (AFECA). Optimization of 

Energy consumption has been further done by the utilization of a hardware circuit 

named the Remote Activated Switch (RAS) for waking up the sleeping nodes. Those 

energy-saving techniques were well-organized in reacting protocols.The Simulation 

outcome for the EASRP protocol present a growth in the energy effectiveness of 

12.2% and also 17.45% matched with EAZRP plus ZRP, appropriately. 

Basurraet al. [22] they investigated the Routing based on Zone with equivalent 

Collision Guided Broadcasting Protocol (ZCG) which utilized parallel and also 

distributed broadcasting method for reducing redundant broadcasting. ZCG utilized a 

one hop clustering algorithm which separates the network through to zones guided by 

dependable leaders which were static mostly and have many battery resources. The 

ZCG protocol’s performance characteristics were organized through simulations by 

matching it to other notable routing protocols, termed as the: AODV plus DSR. It 

evolved that ZCG functions very well in many circumstances.  

Cerveraet al. [23] have presented the Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol, 

selected by many strategies of multipath routing. In the OLSR networks, generation of 

partial link-state information was done and flooded solely by MPRs. Hence, the nodes 

derive a network topology partial view. Moreover, attacks of the flooding disruption 

may impact either the MPRs selection or the control traffic information propagation. 

Subsequently, the possibility of building multiple disjoint paths was minimized. They 

provided a strategy for computing several severely disjoint paths betwixt any two 

nodes of OLSR- based networks.  Mechanisms were provided by them for enhancing 

the network topology view by the nodes, and managing powerful flooding disruption 

attacks towards the multipath construction mechanism in networks based on OLSR.  
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Safaet al. [24] have presented a power aware routing protocol for MANET created of 

heterogeneous nodes. The presented method considers the nodes battery status while 

constructing the routing table; Additionally,  multiple routes existence betwixt two 

nodes was available, the route ,consuming minimal power was chosen and also the 

nodes falling on that route was added with the routing table. The presented method 

ensuring the correct distribution of routing load amidst the nodes and restricts 

exhausting nodes which come on optimal routes through the network, and thus 

presents better connectivity plus extending the lifetime of network.  

Smailet al. [25] have proposed an energy-effective multipath routing protocol, named 

ad hoc on-demand multipath routing with lifetime maximization (AOMR-LM) that 

protected the nodes residual energy and levels the absorbed energy for increasing the 

network lifetime. The proposed protocol enhanced the mobile ad hoc networks 

performance by extending the network lifetime. Those novel protocols were matched 

with other protocols: ad hoc on-demand multipath distance vector (AOMDV) plus 

ZD-AOMDV. The protocol performance was estimated regarding energy 

consumption, network lifetime, and also end-to-end slowdown. 

Xieet al. [26] have presented a routing scheme named group-epidemic routing (G-

ER). Designing of G-ER was done one DTN protocol basis named epidemic routing 

(ER). In G-ER, two strategies associated to the distinctive characteristics of that group 

mobility are presented for greatly improving ER. Initial one was treating every group 

as a single node and then exchange packets betwixt groups alternatively for individual 

nodes. Thus the issue of resource-consuming of ER was much lessened. The next was 

buffer sharing within a group that was assisted with the cooperative quality in the 

group mobility. The G-ER performance was examined by ample simulations and 

matched with ER plus dynamic source routing (DSR). The outcome present that G-

ER outperforms ER plus DSR in variant network scenarios including with group 

dynamics. 

Shiny et al. [27] have presented an Energy Effective Clustering Protocol utilizing Self 

Organizing Map (EECPSOM) in MANETs was mapped. Moreover, that process can 

group additional parameters sensor nodes based like energy levels and also sensor 

nodes weight. Self-organized mapping (SOM) assists in clusters formation so that 

nodes with greater energy influence the closest nodes with minimal energy levels. The 

presented technique made them for forming energy balanced clusters and then shares 

the energy absorption in a parallel manner. Simulation outcomes were verified that 

the provided algorithm reduces the utilization of energy then providedthat energy 

efficient and hence that can expand the network lifetime. 

The outline structure of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the 

related works with respect to the proposed method. In sections 3, a brief discussion 

about the proposed methodology is presented, section 4 analysis the Experimental 

result and section 5 concludes the paper. 
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3. OPTIMAL CLUSTER HEAD SELECTION FOR CLUSTERING AND 

RELIABLE ROUTING PROTOCOL DESIGN 

This part expresses the optimal cluster head assortment and dependable routing in the 

mobile ad hoc networks. The additional subparts describe the optimal cluster head 

selection by means of the krill herd algorithm for clustering and the reliability 

measurements for reliable routing. 

 

3.1 DESIGN OF RELIABLE ROUTING PROTOCOL 

The intended protocol design initiates with the energy ethics computation of every 

node. After that by means of the krill herd algorithm the optimized cluster head is 

produced. The Clusters created by exploiting the optimized cluster heads.  The cluster 

head clusters the adjacent nodes by means of one hop clustering. Subsequent to the 

cluster formation, the routing procedure generates the routes for data transfer. The 

consistent measurements are created to evade breakdowns and through the best path 

data is transformed. Block schematic of the intended effort is exemplified in figure 1.  

The Mobile network comprises group of nodes,  iNNNNN .....,, 321  and 

assumesthe source as 1N  andthe destination as iN . In the intended work to transfer 

data from the source to the destination the nodes in network are grouped by the 

optimal cluster heads and to evade the breakdowns in data transfer, the reliability 

measurement is carried out. The detailed explanation of the proposed design process 

is discussed in the subsequent sections. 

 

Figure 1: Block schematic of the intended reliable routing protocol model 
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3.2 IDEAL CLUSTER HEAD SELECTION FOR CLUSTERING 

A cluster is comprises a cluster head (CH), gateways, and member node (Ordinary 

nodes). The CH is the cluster coordinator. The gateway is a general node amid two or 

more clusters and the member node is neither a cluster head nor a gateway node. For 

proficient clustering the cluster head ought to be optimized to evadefailures in the 

nodes. The clustering optimization procedures are discussed below,  

 

3.2.1 Energy calculation 

The key plan of computing the energy consumption of node is to evade the nodes 

performance delay, saves energy and thus the cost gets reduced. Power gets released 

as the node is idle and remaining for the packets and the calculation power denotes 

the power spent in computations that occur within the node for routing and power 

tunings. Energy consumption of a node at time t is deliberated using equation (1). 

BNANE RTtc **)( 
                                                       (1)

 

)(tcE Signifies the energy consumed by a node after time t, 
TN  signifies the number 

of packets transmitted by a node, 
RN  signifies the numbers of packets received by 

nodes, A  and B are constants factors based upon the energy model. 

 

3.2.2 Cluster head selection  

The proficient algorithms for clustering in the wireless sensor network subsist there, 

however the energy ought to be saved at every level of data processing. To hoard the 

energy optimized cluster heads should be chosen. The assortment of the proficient 

cluster heads, a fine clustering algorithm ought to swathe the issues of optimal cluster 

sizeand optimal number of cluster heads. The optimal cluster head section is carried 

out by means of the krill herd algorithm. 

 

3.2.3 Krill Herd algorithm 

The Krill herd algorithm is an iterative heuristic method stimulated by the innate 

phenomenon of the activities of krill herd. This is chiefly employed for resolving the 

optimization tribulations. The Procedure of Krill Herd algorithm is illustrated in 

figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Pseudo code for krill herd algorithm 

 

STEP 1: 

The algorithm begins from an initialization of all parameters that chiefly describes the 

population size ( A ) and iteration ( maxI  ). 

 

STEP 2: 

Arbitrarily create the population A , where  kAAAAA ,....,, 321 krill 

individuals. Here A  denotes the initialized energy set. The strictures set for the 

foraging speed, highest induced speed and highest iteration number. 

Begin  

(i) Define population size ( A ) and iteration ( maxI )  

(ii) Random initialization. 

Set the iteration counter 1I ; 

Initialize the population ( A );  

Where,  kAAAAA ,....,, 321  are calculated energy set that means 

krill individuals. Set the foraging speed, the maximum diffusion speed, 

and the maximum induced speed.  

(iii) Fitness evaluation.  

Evaluate each krill individual according to its position.  

(iv) While maxII  do  

Sort the population/krill from best to worst.  

for Si :1  (all krill) do  

Perform the following motion calculation.  

Movement induced by other krill individuals  

Foraging activity  

Physical diffusion  

Implement the genetic operators.  

Update the krill individual position in the search space.  

Evaluate each krill individual according to its position.  

End for i  

Sort the population/krill from best to worst and find the current best.  

1max  II  

End while  
(vi) Evaluate the krill best solution. 

End 
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STEP3: 

Itemize the fitness functions such that assess all the krill individuals depending upon 

its current position. The energy function values are computed for all N individuals 

with the help of equation (2) 

 

STEP4: 

The movement of thi  krill in krill herd algorithm approach depends upon the 

Lagrangian formula: 

   
^^^

iii
i DFN

dt

da


                                                           (2)
 

Where,
^

iN  represents the motion provoked by the other krill individuals, 
^

iF signifies 

the foraging motion and 
^

iD signifies the physical diffusion of the krill individuals, 

respectively.Compute the motion by assuming the three factors which are discussed 

below: 

 

i) Based upon the position of other krill individuals. 

 The movementof the thi krill individual 
^

iN  can be described as 

Old

ini

Max

i

New

i NNN
^^^

 
                                                  (3)

 

Here 
Max

iN
^

signifies the maximum possible speed that can be induced, n  in the range 

[0, 1] is the inertia weight of a particular krill and 
Old

iN
^

signifies the motion induced 

in the previous turn. The αi parameter is described below, 

ett

i

local

ii

arg 
                                                             (4)

 

Where, local

i  signifies the local influence of the neighbors of any specific krill, 

whereas ett

i

arg  signifies the target direction. The latter is ascertained by the position 

and movement of the finestindividual in a herd. 

 

ii) Foraging motion 

It is the motion provoked to a krill individual because of the occurrence of food and 

its locations in the solution. The foraging motion value 
^

iF for the thi  krill individual is 

computed by means of the subsequent equation: 
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Old

ififi FSF
^^^

 
                                                             (5)

 

Where 
^

fS signifies the food foraging speed and
f , signifies the inertia of the 

movement. In this previous equation, the food fitness of the thi  individual is 

ascertained as follows,  

best

x

food

xx  
                                                                      (6)

 

 

iii) Physical diffusion. 

Physical diffusion is the arbitrary diffusion of krill individuals in the solution space. 

The movement of krill is deliberated from the krill movement speed and an arbitrarily 

formed directional vector. The equation to compute this diffusion effect is shown 

below: 

)1(
max

max

^

i

i
DDi 

                                                                  (7)

 

Where maxD signifies the maximum diffusion speed,   signifies the random 

directional vector in [-1, 1]. 

 

STEP5: When the criterion of the optimization problem is not met, move to step 4. 

 

STEP6: Develop the new positions of the individual krill’s in the population 

respectively, 

By means of all the effective parameters (
^

iN ,
^

iF , 
^

iD ) of the motion acquired over 

time, the random position of the krill individual through the interval 't  and 't  can be 

achieved by means of the following equation and the position of the each krill 

individual is modernized. 

dt

da
ttatta i

ii ')'()''( 
                                                      (8)

 

Where, 't  is one of the most important constants and it is fine-tuned based upon the 

given real-world optimization. Here by means of the above equation the krill 

individual’s position in tree gets updated to assess the objective function of krill 

individual at the end of the algorithm, the best krill (solution) is restored.  

 

STEP7: When the termination condition is not met, then move to step3 and reiterate 

the process accordingly. 
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STEP 8: When the execution circumstance is met, then get the finest possible 

solution in the search space. The procedure for the krill herd optimization is 

demonstrated in figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Flow chart of krill herd algorithm 

 

The finest cluster heads are acquired by means of the krill herd algorithm. Clustering 

is handled with the finest solutions.The clustering nodes holds the following 

properties, they are 1)Each ordinary node hold at most one cluster head (CH) as 
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neighbor, 2)Each ordinary node relates with the adjacent CH that holds the minimal 

weight, and 3)Two CHs cannot be neighbors. 

Every cluster head generates the neighboring nodes at one hop maximum as a 

member of the cluster in clustering. Cluster hoards all information of its members.The 

one hop clustering is exemplified in the figure below, 

 

 

Figure 4: One hop clustering 

 

The cluster head link up the neighbors in one hop distance as clusters in figure 

4.Information exchange is carried out in the cluster and amid the clusters by means of 

the reliable routing protocol.  

 

3.3 RELIABLE ROUTING  

 

Our intended work is to crack the troubles in data transfer owing to node failure for 

that reliable routing is carried out. This gets the best path regarding the reliability 

measurements in clusters. Reliable routing reduces the packet loss, completedelay and 

improves the throughput. The intended reliable data transfer routing protocol design 

process includes the following two steps: 

 

3.3.1 Path Examination 

The Set of path is achieved by inquiring the path statistics such as the packet delay 

and the ratio of delivery. Routing protocol ascertains and upholdsquality parameters 

for every path amid the source and destination. 
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3.3.2 Reliability Measurement 

The finest path selection is related to the quality strictures such as the traffic 

overhead, packet delivery ratio, and throughput and node energy level and the best 

path is chosen for transmission without failures. In the recommended scheme we can 

change to the other path prior topath breakage, consequently lessening the data loss 

and decelerate in data transmit by path. The reliability of the nodes are assessed 

whereas the data transmission and the node reliability get reduced under the threshold 

value, the substitute path is preferred repeatedly. Lastly data is relocated into the best 

path. The process of routing process is shown below, 

 

 

Figure 5: Reliable routing structure 

 

The data transfer by means of the reliable path without failures are arranged in figure 

5. For reliable routing structure, the path reliability is substantiated by means of the 

dimensions. The algorithm explanation for the reliability measurement is illustrated 

figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Reliable routing algorithm 

 

The node failures at the time of transferring data transfer are decreased by means of 

reliable routing. In reliable routing, the initial node reliability is ensured for each node 

by means of the subsequent equation: 

dataT

tX
R




)(

                                                                          (9)

 

Where, R  signifies node reliability measure, )(tX  signifies the length of node 

availability, dataT  denotes the time needed for data transmission. Subsequent to the 

computation of reliability of each nodes threshold value is arranged depending upon 

the size of the transmitted message. Then the confined broadcast route is ascertained. 

The assortment of the next hop node list from Source, when the node reliability level 

>= threshold value that creates thereliable Set. The connection is fashioned with the 

reliable set of nodes till it attains the destination node. The path reliability is 

computed by means of equation (10). 

n

R
Rp




                                                                                   (10) 

Where, pR  signifies the path reliability index and n  be the number of nodes in every 

path. The risk factor of path is computed by using equation (11). 

1. The reliability of every node is computed 

dataT

tX
R




)(
 

2. If Reliability( R ) >threshold value, the node is reliable 

else least reliable node 

3. Calculate Path Reliability 

n

N
Rp


  

4. Calculate Path Risk Factor 

n

L
F r

risk   
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n

L
F r

risk                                                                                       (11) 

Where, riskF is the risk factor, 
rL be the less reliable node, n signifies the number of 

nodes in each path. The path which holds the least risk factor value is selected as 

reliable paths. By means of the reliable paths data is transferred from the source to the 

destination without failures. 

 

4.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This part explains about the result attained from the study. The result of the study was 

assessed depends chiefly on the throughput, packet sending time, end-end delay, 

bandwidth, energy utilization and ratio of packet delivery. For simulating our 

intended technique we employ the most consistentrouting protocol design called Java. 

Our intended technique is compared with the conventional Ad hoc On-Demand 

Distance Vector (AODV) andthe Safest Path Data Transfer Routing Protocol (SPDT). 

 

4.1 THROUGHPUT  

Throughput is the quantity of data where a network or entity transmits or obtains data 

or the quantity of data deal with the one determined time space. It holds 

thefundamental parts of measures the bit/second. 

s

pp

h
t

SD
T

*


                                                                         (12)

 

Where, hT  signifies the throughput, pD  be the number of delivered packet, pS  be the 

size of packet, st be the total simulation time.  

In relating with all protocols for the throughput we acquire that our intended reliable 

protocol reveals the best throughput amid every conventionalprotocols. Whereas, The 

AODV holds the throughput nearer tothe SPDT however it surpasses theSPDT in case 

ofthroughput on greatest junctures both in case of the fewerand high number of nodes. 

The AODV reveals theleast throughput as it carries out the excess packet lossat the 

time of transmission. Though it performs constant transmission however because of 

the packet loss its throughputproperty is remunerated. 
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Figure 7: Comparison analysis of proposed throughput 

 

Figure 7 illustrates the comparison analysis of thethroughputs as AODV lessens with 

increase in number of nodes and the AODVrouting protocol requires high control 

overhead to uphold the route to each other node. Here our intended reliable routing 

protocol reveals best throughput with increase in the number of node. In the proposed 

reliable routing protocol the routing table is recognized at each node, hence it is not 

required to carry out thewhole route information along with the data packet which 

decreases the control overhead. 

 

4.2 DETECTION RATE AND FALSE RATE 

The false rate signifies the proportion of arriving node failures. The comparison study 

of our intended work false rate attaining is carried out with the conventionalSPDT and 

AODV systems. The False ratio is less in the intended effort than the SPDT and 

AODV systems and the comparison analysis is shown in figure 8. 
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Figure8: Comparison study of the proposed detection rate and false rate 

 

As predicted above, the detection rate is high with the node density whereas the false 

rate is less with node density and it is revealed in figure 8. While carrying out the 

multiple comparisons in statistical framework described above, the false ratio 

generally signifies the probability of falsely eliminating the failure nodes in routing. 

By means of the terminology recommended here, it basically reveals that in our 

intended techniquethe detection ratio increase with decrease in false ratio.  

 

4.3 PACKET DELIVERY RATIO  

It is described as the ratio of total packets received to the target bythe total number of 

packets transmitted from the source. Highpacket delivery ratio will adjustthe 

enhanced performance of the protocol. 

100*)(
p

p

S

R
PDR 

                                                                 (13)
 

Where, PDR signifies the Packet delivery ratio, pR & pS  be the total number of 

packets received and transmitted. The comparative performance analysis of dissimilar 

routing protocol has been carried out with increase in number of mobile nodes. The 

simulation outcome in figure 8 illustrates that our intended reliable routing protocol 

provides the finest PDR as it has been the state-of-the-art routing table. Consequently 

the possibility of link failure is also low. While any node desires to transmit data to 

any other node it simply determines the path from source to destination in the routing 

table and dispatch the packet of information by means of that path. The AODVrouting 

protocol exhibits fewer PDR than the SPDT routing protocol as with the increase in 

number of nodes it enhances the control overhead of data packet and enhances the 

dropping probability.  
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Figure 9: Comparison analysis of proposed packet delivery ratio 

 

Packet delivery procedure illustrates the fundamentalactivities of the routingprotocol. 

Figure 9 reveals the comparative performance studyof the packet delivery ratio for 

both the intended and the existing techniques. Theresult proves that the intended 

scheme is capable to considerablyboost the packet delivery ratio because of the 

implementation of theimprovededition of routing protocol.  

 

4.4 PACKET SENDING TIME 

It is the quantity of time from the starting till the conclusion of a message 

transmission. The packet sending time (in seconds) is computedfrom the packet size 

(in bits) to the bit rate (in bits)  

b

p
p R

S
T                                                                                     (14) 

Where, pT be the Packet transmission time, pS be the size of the Packet, bR be the Bit 

rate. 

 
Figure10: Comparison analysis of proposed packet sending time 
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The graphs illustrated above reveals the comparison analysis of the intended packet 

sending time. SPDT persistently offers high slow down. The AODV holds the most 

adversedelay when harmonized with SPDT. The packet sending time of the intended 

effort is less than the conventionalAODV and SPDT systems. 

 

4.5 END TO END DELAY 

It is described as the average time consumed by the packet to attain destination, this 

embraces the routediscovery time and the queue handling time at the time of 

transmission. The end to end delay is obtained by taking the difference between the 

packets sending time to the receiving time. 

srendend ttD                                                                         (15)
 

Where, endendD   signifies the end to end delay, rt be the receiving time, st signifies the 

sending time. 

 

 

Figure 11: Comparison analysis of proposed end to end delay 

 

Figure 11 illustrates that the AODV holds more delay as related to the SPDT and the 

intended reliable routing protocolas whenever any link to the intended node breaks, 

the AODV strives to determine any substitute path to the destination that fallout in 

extra delay in the total time needed to attain the destination butthe intended system 

will not look for the substitute path and packet drop, and it has to reinitiate the route 

assessmentprocedure. 

 

4.6 AVAILABLE BANDWIDTH 

It is also known as the datatransfer rate. It describes the data send out by means of 

connection over a specified time and the bandwidth is expressed inbps. 
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Figure 12: Comparison analysis of proposed available bandwidth 

 

Bandwidth is the bit-rate of the existing or the consumed information capacity 

utterednormally in metric multiples of bits per second. Figure 12illustrates the 

comparison analysis of the intended reliable protocol with the conventionalSPDT and 

AODV systems. It evidently reveals that the bandwidth employed to transfer data is 

lesser in the intended reliable protocol than conventional Ad hoc On-Demand 

Distance Vector and safest path data transfer routing protocol. 

 

4.7 ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

It is the amount of energy utilized by the procedure in data transfer. Energy 

Consumption is expressed in joules. To carry out the comparative performance study, 

the intendedsystem is related with theSPDT, which performs nearly in an analogous 

way to the intended system.  

 
Figure13: Comparison analysis of proposed energy consumption 
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Figure 13 exhibits the comparative analysis of the intended and the existing system 

based on energy consumption. The above graph proves that the intended system holds 

better exhibition ofenergy conservation as related to the SPDT and the AODV 

systems.  

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The main essential problem in MANET is conservation of energy.If cluster head is 

selected in an efficient manner, the energy may largely be conserved.In this particular 

research,the inspection of the cluster head selecting issue and also routing failures in 

the mobile ad-hoc networks is done by us. For augmenting network lifetime by 

maximizing node life time, the selection process of optimal cluster head is proposed. 

We have aimed on the cluster head selection optimization utilizing krill herd 

algorithm. Furthermore, we have utilized in routing a reliability measurement for 

transferring the data with no failures. Also, our research aims to come over ineffective 

cluster head selection to cluster and route failures. We have found after simulation 

that our suggested methodis performing better than prevailing regarding performance 

metrics of throughput,end to end delay,packet sending time, bandwidth, and then 

packet delivery ratio. The performance comparison presents the energy absorption in 

suggested task is very less than that the randomly selection of CHs. The network 

lifetime is alsoincreased. Also the vindictive is probably prohibited from its 

involvement as a CH in the cluster. And, a single node cannot be selected repeatedly 

as CH that causes quick energy extracting that may direct to ‘Switch-OFF’ the node 

and also network can be disconnected. The failures may surely be avoided by the 

reliability measurement and gives the reliable routing. 
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